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3-ManWold Spines and Bijoins
LUIGI GRASSELLI

ABSTRACT.

We describe a

combinatorial algorithm for constructing ah orientable

3-manifolds with a given standard bidimensional spine by making use of tite idea of
bijoin ([BG]. [Gr]) over a sititable pseudosimplicial triangulation of tite spine.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Titrougitout titis paper, ah spaces and maps are piecewise-linear (pl) in tite
sense of [GI] or [RS]; alí 3-manifolds are supposed to be compact, connected
and orientable.
lf M is a 3-manifoid witit non-empty boundary. then a bidimensional
polyitedron K sucit titat M collapses to K is said to be a spine of M; if M is
closed, a spine of M is a spine of M-B. fi being an open 3-balI in M.
Given a group presentation ‘1’

{xí

x~ 1 r1
bidimensional complex constructed as follows:
,...,

r51, denote by K.~ tite

—-

K.~ itas only one 0-celí (vertex);

-.

tite 1-celís (resp. tite 2-celís) of K.~ are tn one-to-one correspondence
witit tite generators (resp. the relators) of 4); denote titem by cx, (resp.
/3);

each 2-eclI ¡3, is attacited to the l-skeleton by tite formula given by the
corresponding relator r,
K~ is said to be tite standard comp/ex associated to 4); of course. the factor
group of 4) is H1 (¡ K4,I). We will not distinguisit between a relator r, and any
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cyclic conjugate of it or its inverse, since tite associated complexes are tite
same. Tite aboye construction may be obviously reversed and eacit standard
complex K induces a group presentation 4)K of tite fundamental group
H(¡KD.
It is well known that every 3-manifold Al has a standard spine 14, for
some group presentation 4), and the factor group of 4) is clearly II, (M);
nevertiteless, not every standard complex 14 is a spine of a 3-manifoid. Every
group presentation 4) sucit titat 14 is a spine of a 3-manifold (resp. of a closed
3-manifold) is said to be georneíric (resp. sírong/y geometric).
In [N] Neuwirtit gives an algorithm for testing if a balanced group
presentation (same number of generators and relators) is strongly geometric.
Tite same algorithm is restated by Osborne and Stevens ([OS
1], [5]) by
making use of a graph-titeoretical tool, tite presentation-grapit or P-grapit
which can be associated, by a one-to-one correspondence, to tite standard
complex K4, of a group presentation 4). Namely, ¡>4, is essentially tite boundary of a regular neigitbouritood of tite unique vertex of K4, and it is easy to
prove that 4) is strongly-geometric if and only ifa planar imbedding condition
on ¡>4, holds. Moreover, as pointed out by Montesinos in [M], a Heegaard
diagram of a 3-manifold M gives risc to sucit a planar imbedding of the Pgrapit ¡>4> associated to a suitable group presentation 4) of II~ (Al); in fact, titis
is notiting else titan tite Witiíeitead grapit of tite group presentation 4) of
Hí (Nf) coming from tite given Heegaard diagram of Al. Titus, a group
presentation 4) is geometrie (resp. strongly-geometric) if and only if titere
exists a Heegaard diagram of a 3-manifold (resp. closed 3-manifold) Al witose
associated presentation for Uí (Al) is 4).
~>,

In [M] Montesinos describes an algorititrn for checking if a given group
presentation is geometric; such an algorithm seems to be completely different
from Neuwirth’s one, since it makes use of brancited covering tecitniques.
In tite present paper. we give a combinatorial algorititm for obtaining alt
3-manifolds with a given standard spine 14 by making use of Lite hijoin
construction ([BG], [Or]) applied to a grapit-theoretical structure representing
a pseudosimplicial triangulation of 14. Titis construction allows us to unify,
>n a common geometric description, both Neuwirtit algorithm and Montesinos
one; namely, tite necessary and sufficient conditions for tite geometricity (or
tite strong-geometricity) of a group presentation obtained in [N], [OS~]~
[054 [5], [M] can be alí derived from tite bijoin construction.

2.

EDGE-COLOURED GRAPHS AND ASSOCIATED COMPLEXES
Tite term pseudograph includes loops and multiple edges, while a

mu/íigrapit (or simply a grapit) allows multiple edges only.
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A (generalized) co/oration on a pseudograpit F=(V(I’). E(f’)) isa map
‘y: E(F)—A,,= jO, 1
nl; if 17 is a grapit, y is said to be proper if
y<e)#y(J), for eacit pair e, f of adjacent edges. For eacit .2’ CA,,, set
E, = ( V(F), yl (it)); eacit connected component of r> is ofien called an
7- residrie. For eacit it A,,, set i = A,, — tu
Tite pair (I’,y), E being a grapit and y: E(F)—rA,, a (generalized)
coloration, is said to be an ir-dirnetisiona! crysía¡/ized sínucture ([G]) if, for
eacit ¿eA,,, the ji}—residues are diques (complete grapits). Ifalí titese cUques
are of order tWo, i.e. if y is proper and E is regular of degree n±1, (E, y) is
simpLy called an (n+ fl—co/oured graph ([F]).
Art ti-dimensional pseudocomp/ex K is art ti-dimensional bali complex in
witich every it-balI, considered witit alí its faces, is isomorpitic with tite
complex underlying an it-simplex; for titis reason, each it-bali of K is called
h-simplex. Tite disjoined star Std(s, K) of a simplex sin K is defined to be tite
disjoint union of the n-simplexes of K containing s, witit reidentification of
tite (ti — J )-faces containing s and of titeir faces; tite subcomplex Lkd (s, K) =
ji-eStd(s, K) rfl s=<~}is called tite dIvjoñzed /ink ofs in Rl
As sitown in [G] and [E]. every ti-dimensional crystallized structure (E, y)
represents a itomogeneous ir-dimensional pseudocomplex K(E) constructed
by tite following rules:
— take an n-simplex 0(v) for eacit ve V(F) and label its vertices by A,,;
—- if V, we V(E) are joined by an i-coloured edge, identify tite (ti— 1)—
faces of 0(v) and o(w) opposite to tite vertices labelled by i. so titat
equally labelled vertices are identified together.
Every h-simplex s of K(F), witose vertices are labelled by tite distinct
colours c>,..., ch e A,,, corresponds to a unique (A,, — c,,
chI ) — residue iR
of(f’, y) and viceversa; its associated pseudocomplex K(B) is Lkd(s, ¡QE)).
,...,

Moreover, (1’,y) is an (n+ l)-coloured graph if and only if ¡K(E)¡ isa
closed pseudomanifold ([ST]), witicit is orientable if and only if 17 is bipartite
([CG P]).
Tite construction of K(E) gives a coloration on tite vertex set SO(K) of
K(17) by means of ir + 1 colours (i.e. a map t: S,, (K) — A,, witicit is injective on
eacit simplex of K(E)). Given a homogeneous n-dimensional pseudocomplex
K witit sucit a coloration on its vertex set 5,, (K), tite construction can be
easily reversed yielding an ti-dimensional crystallized structure, denoted by
E (K).
It is easy to see titat 17 (K(F)) = (E, y); moreover (see [G]), K(E (¡Q ) = K
if and only if K satisfies tite following property:
(*) tite disjoined star std (s, K) of every simplex s of K is stronglyconnected.
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A itomogeneous n-dimensional pseudocomplex satisfying (*) ami admitting
a coloration on Rs vertex set by means of n±1 colours is said to be a
represeníab/e tz-pseudocomp/ex. since it is uniquely represented by an irdimensional crystalliZed structure.
Art ir-dimensional crystallized structure (E, y) (or its associated pseudocomplex K(E)) is said to be conínacíed if E1 is connected, for eacit ce ~,, (i.e.
if K(E) has exactly ni- 1 vertices). A contracted (ni- l)-coloured (bipartite)
graph (E, y) is said to be a crysía¡/izaí ion of a closed (orientable) n-manifold
Al if K(fl¡ = Nf. Every closed n-manifold admits a crystallization ([1’]).
For a general survey on manifold representation titeory by means of edgecoloured grapits, see [FGG], [BM], [y].
3.

THE BIJOIN CONSTRUCTION

If E is an oriented pseudograpit and y: E(E)—. ¿X,, is a (generalized)
coloration, tite pair (E, y) is called an ir-dimensional oriented sinucture
([SG]) if, for every ie zS«, tite {i}-residues are elementary oriented cycles.
possibly of length one or two.
By deleting ah íoops in E(E) and by replacing, for every ie¿X,, each
elementary oriented i-coloured cycle in l’>j> witit a dique on tite same vertex
set, it is easy to associate an ti-dimensional crystallized structure (E, y) to
every ti-dimensional oriented structure (f’, y). Of course, titere are, in general,
many oriented structures associated to a fixed crystallized structure; titey can
be easily obtained by reversing the aboye construction. lf (E, Y) is an oriented
structure assocíated to tite crystallized structure (E, ‘y), we set K(E)= K(E).
Tite following construction, given in [BG], ailows to obtain an (ni- 1)coloured bipartite.graph (fi(E),/3) from an (ti— 1)-dimensional oriented
structure (fl, y):
V(fi(F))= V(E)x{0, l};
—

—

foreveryvertex ve V(E),join(v,0)witit(v,
set /3(e)= ir;

1) byanedgeeoffi(E) and

if¿~e E(F) and é(0)=v, é(l)= w, titen join
e’ of fi(E) and set /3(e’)=y(¿/).

(y.

0) witit (w. 1) by an edge

Note that the citoice of the opposite oriented structure, obtained by
reversing tite orientation of eacit {iJ-residue, for every ¿e zX,,~, gives rise to tite
same grapit. Tite construction in an adapting to tite edge-coloured grapits of
a standard metitod for associating a bipartite grapit to an arbitrarily given
oriented graph ([BHM]). Tite (n±l)-coloured graph (B(fl, /3) (and its
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associated pseudocomplex) is said to be tite h-b¡jo¿n oyer (E, ‘Y), it being tite
number of tite ñ-residues in (B(F), /3); if it = 1, (B<E), /3) is simply called
b(jo ¿ti.
Given an (ni- l)-coloured bipartite grapit (F,y), it is easy to (uniquely)
construct, for eacit i e A,,, an (ti — 1)-dimensional oriented structure (IT’, 1y)
sucit titat (BQI’),/3)=(E,y) ([RO]); titus, every closed n-manifold can be
obtained as a bijoin over a suitable (ir— 1)-dimensional oriented structure. A
refinement of titis result, in dimension titree, obtained by making use of
«normal crystallizations» ([BDG]), is contained in [Or].
Extending [M], a closed orientable n-dimensional pseudomanifold N
(triangulated by a pseudocomplex K) is said to be a singu¡ar ti-man (fo/cf if tite
disjoined link of eacit k-simplex, k>0, is a spitere and tite disjoined link of
eacit vertex is a (closed) connected (ti— 1 )-manifold. A vertex of A? sucit titat
its disjoined link is (resp. is not) an (ir— l)-spitere is said to be regular (resp.
singu/ar).
Every singular n-manifold can be obtained by capping off eacit boundary
component of an n-manifold by a cone. In the otiter sense, if K is a
pseudocomplex triangulating a singular ir-manifold N and WGS
0(JQ, let
M(K. W) denote tite space obtained by removing from tite barycentric
subdivision K’ of K tite open stars in K’ of tite vertices belonging to W; titen
W contains alí singular vertices of K if and only if Al (A?, W) is an n-manifold
Witose boundary components are Lk(v. K’). Witit ve W.
Note that, in dimension three, tite pseudocomplex K(E) associated to an
arbitrary (bipartite) 4-coloured grapit (E,y) alWays triangulates a singular
3-manifold.

Proposition 1. Leí (E, y) be a 4-colorired biparílte graph sucit that a!! elabe//ed vertices of K (E) are regular, for
Y,. 2-dimensiona!
lfW denotes tite
set of
3F, every
3j) iscetite
orieníed
a//
3-/abehled
vertices
o]’
K
(E)
atid
(
stnucíure sucit thai (8 QE), ¡3) = (E, y), titen K (SI’) isa spine oftite 3-man ([oíd
M (K(E), W).
Pruof. It directly follows from tite bijoin construction that KQF) is tite
subcomplex of K(F) consisting of alí simplexes of K(E) witose vertices are
labelled by colours different from 3. Titus, for a sufficiently small e>o, tite
e-neighbouritood R~ of KQF) in K(E) is an e-neigitbouritood of KQE) in
M(K(E), ¡4) too. For the collapsing criterion for regular neighbouritoods
([RS], corollary 3.30). tite polyhedron ¡3l~¡ = M(K(E). Ji’) collapses on
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Corollary 2. If (E, y) is a 4-colorired bipartite grapit represeníing a
(c/osed. orieníable) 3-matz(fold Nf sucit thai A? (17) itas a muque 3:co/oured
3F) isa spine
veríex (in particu/ar, <¡‘(E, y) is a crysta¡¡ization of Al), titen A? (
of Al.

4.

NEUWIRTH ALGORITHM VIA BIJOINS
Set N~=¡j 1,2
lf 4) = 1 xí

,...,

,...,

k}.

xg ¡ r

1
r~} is a group presentation, denote by A (x¡), ¡ e Ng.
tite number of occurrences of tite generator x1 in tite relators of 4) and by
XQ), jeN,, the lengtit of eacit relator r1; tite lengtit A of 4) is defined by A =
,...,

S

X(r>,)= ~ X(x9. For eacit relator r1, take a 2-celí

ft 5.

13>,

and triangulate its

u-Sg

boundary by «reading» tite relator r,. Titus, we obtain a complex H,
triangulating 81% witit A (r) edges, eacit of witicit is labelled by a generator and
itas a suitable orientation. Label eacit vertex of JI>, by tite colour 0, take tite
barycentric subdivision 14 of JI, and label alí the barycenters by the colour 1.
Note titat eacit oriented xrlabelled edge cx of H~ splits into an ordered pair
(a— cxi-) of oriented x7labelled edges in JfJ: more precisely, if h«, u«. y0
respectively denote tite barycenter, tite first and tite second endpoint of u, tite
ordered pair (u«, 6,,) (resp. (h«, vj) represents tite endpoints of tite oriented
edge a (resp. cxi-). By starring 1% from an inner point C~ (labelled by the
colour 2) over Hp we obtain a pseudocomplex A?, triangulating ¡3, with a
coloration on its vertex set by tite colours 0, 1,2 (fig. 1). Now, take tite disjoint
unton Lb A?, and identify the oriented edges a (resp. cxi-) of its boundary
¡‘“.3

labelled by tite same generator so titat identified vértices have tite same
colour. Let A?”> be the re~ulting representable 2-pseudocomplex and let (F, y)
be its associated crystallized structure.
Tite 0-adjacence (resp. l-adjacence) in (E, y) induces a fixed-point-free
involution fi (resp. A) on the set V(E) and tite set of tite vertices belonging to
tite same f2}-residue of (E, y) can be titought of as an orbit of a suitable
permutation C on V(E). Titese permutations are tite homonimous ones
associated to 4) in [N]. Tite assignment of sucit a permutation C gives risc to
a particular 2-dimensional oriented structure (Ec, ‘Yc) associated to tite
crystallized structure (E, y); in fact, C induces a cyclic ordering in tite vertices
of eacit {2}-residue of (E, y) witicit are tite only Lc}-residues of order possibly
greater titan two. Titus, the geometrical meaning of tite citoice of a particular
C is to give an ordering to tite 2-simplexes of K”> = ¡QE) containing tite same
l-simplex.
We always assume titis ordering system witit tite property titat tite two
cyclic orderings or> tite A (x1) 2-simplexes containing (he two distinct
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x,..labelled edges of Ñ4>
are opposite; titis
is equivalent
to require
tfi for tite permutation
C. Let
11(4)) denote
titetite
setproperty
of alí
BC=&
permutations
Con V(E) witose orbits are tite sets of vertices belonging to tite
sanie {2]-residue of (1’, y) and sucit that BCs (SIR.
From now on, tite symbol ¡ Pí
¡~¡ will denote tite orbit number of tite
group generated by tite permutations ¡>Ñ’ itt N,,, acting on tite same set.
Note titat, for every C, C’efl(4)), ¡A, Cj = ¡A, C’¡; in fact, tite number
¡A, C¡ only depends upon A and tite orbits of C.
Tite cellular structure of tite pseudocomplex

k
4, immediately

sitows titat
¡K4,¡ is tite quotient of Ñ4,¡ obtained by identifying tite 0-labelled vertices of
A?4,. Moreover, tite number of titese vertices, i.e. tite number of tite {l,2]residues in (E,Á), is ¡A, CI. As a consequence, we itave:

Proposition 3. Tite pseudocomp/ex Ñ4, is a (pseudosimp/ic¿a/) tr¿angu/aíion of tite standard comp/ex Rl1. fatid oir/y f ¡A, CI = 1.
U

Given a group presentation 4), tite number of connected
components in tite associated P-grapit 1>4, is ¡A, C¡ ([N]); moreover, it is easy
to verify titat every 3-manifold admits a standard spine .14 sucit titat tite
associated P-grapit ¡>4. is connected.
Remark.

Titus, titere is no loss of generality in resíric’íing orir study to titose group
presentatiotisfor wit¿cit ¡A, C¡ = ¡ atid ¿ir supposing thai A?4> triangulates K4,.
Witit tite aboye notations and assumptions, let C be a given permutation
in 11(4)) and let (F~, Yc) be tite 2-dimensional oriented structure associated to
(E, ‘y) and generated by C.
Proposition 4. Leí (E<., yc) be tite it-búoiti over (Ea, Yc) and leí W be tite
set of a!! 3-/ahe//ed ven¿ces ¡ti A?(EJ.
(a)
(b)

it=¡ACRC¡;
tite space Al (A? (Ec), W) is a 3-man (lold, hav¿ng K4, as a standard
<latid oir/y ¿1 A C¡ = X—2g+2;

spirze,

(c)

if (b) itolds.

(cf)

(1 g=s (resp. g=s-tI) and (b) ho¡ds, titen ¡K(F~)¡ is a closed
3-man(fo/cf (resp. Al (A? (K’). W) Iv tite exterior ofa knod, itavirzg 14
as a standard sp¿ne, ¿latid only ¿1 ¡AC, BC¡ = it = 1.

tite Fuler citaracteristic of K(Ec) Iv g—s+it—I;

Proof. If Si CA2 (resp. ¶C A3), tite symbol g« (resp. g’,) will denote tite
number of Y-residues in (17,>’) (resp. in (r’c,yc)).
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Since tite number of 2-simplexes in each A?>, is 2X (r>,) and Z x (r>,) =
titen
JEN~
Card(V(Fc))=2.Card(V(E))=4X.

[1]

Eacit tcl-residue (ce A~) in (E,y) is a complete grapit of order two and
g>«>=g1~1=X; in fact, in eacit A?jtitere are exactly X(r,) edges whose endpoints
are labelled by tite colours 2 and c and they are faces of exactly two 2simplexes.
Hence:

g’1031=g101= ¡B¡

=X

[2]
g’íí.3í=gííí= ¡A¡

X.

Por every ¡e Ng, titere are exactly two {2}-residues in (E, y) whicit are
complete grapits of order A (x1). In fact, diere are exactly two x0labelled
edges in .É>, and tite number of 2-simplexes of witich each xrlabelled edge is
a face is tite number A (x1) of occurrences of tite generator x in tite relators of
4). Hence:

g’1231=g>2>=

~C¡

[3]

=2g.

Recalí titat an alternating patit in an oriented grapit E is a patit witose
adjacent edges itave opposite orientations. In an oriented structure (1’, y), for
every pair it. k of distinct colours, a weak {it, k}-cycle ([BG]) is an alternating
cycle of (fl y) witose edges are alternatively coloured by it and k. If g~. denotes tite number of weak ~it,k}-cycles of (Ec, Yc), we itave g’íhk>= ~ for
eacit it,kezX,.
Tite number of tite {3}-residues in (Ec, ‘>‘c) is tite number of tite orbits in
tite permutation group generated by AB, BC and AC. Since A fi= (A (9 (fiql,
we itave:

it=g’j=¡AB, BC. AC¡=¡AC BC¡

[4]

and titis proves (a).
If P(c), ctA2 denotes the permutation on V(li’c)
V(E) induced
by tite
t P(k)¡ =
c-adjacence,
easy tocolours
see titat7hk=
for
eacit pair itofisdistinct
it, k e A ¡P(h)P(kf’j = ¡P(hp
2. Titus, tite following equalities itold:

g’Ío.íí= g0~=¡AB’~=¡AB¡=2s
g’”>,21= g02= B C¡ = ¡BC¡
g’ll,2l= gí2= A<C¡

=

I’4C¡.

X

[5]
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Note titat, ¡RC¡ =X since RC=Clfiand itence
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(BC)2= 1.

For eacit je N~, titere is one fO, l}-residue in (E, y) witicit is a bicoloured
cycle of lengtit 2A (‘3; in fact, tite jO, 1 )-residues in (E, y) are in one-to-one
correspondence with tite inner vertices 7 of 1%. Hence:
[6]

For each ie Ng, titere is one {0, 2}-residue in (E, y) witit 2k (x,) vertices, iii
fact, tite ¡0, 21-residues in (E, y) are in one-to-one correspondence witit tite
barycenters in 8K. Hence:
g’¡=g

1=¡fi,C¡=g

[7]

Finally, since, as pointed out for tite proof of Proposition 3, tite 0-labelled
vertices in A?4> are in one-to-one correspondence witit tite ¡1,2)-residues in
(E, y), tite assumption A, C¡ = 1 gives:
[8]
Let us now compute tite Euler citaracteristic x (Ka) of tite pseudocomplex
A?~= K( (E~)a), for eacit de ‘~2 by making use of tite equalities (1) -(8) and by
recalling titat tite number of 2-simplexes (resp. 1-simplexes) in A?¿ is
Card (V(Ec) ) = 4A (resp. 3 Card ( V(E0) )/2 = 6k).

x (A?~)=4A—6A-i-(g’>1 21g’~í

>1± g’12>1)=—2X-v(¡AC¡±A±2g)=
¡AC¡

x (A?~)=4A—6A-i-(g’1021+g’10>1-vg’12>1)=—2A+(X+A+2g)=
x (A?9=4A—6X+(g’
4-g’íí >
10 31-

2g;

±2g—A;

14g’101)=—2X+(A-4-A+2s)= 2s.

As pointed out in section 2, eacit jdj-residue in tite 4-coloured graph
(F~ Yc) represents tite disjoined link of tite represented d-labelled vertex in
I((E~-). Since tite equality [6] <resp. [7])) states titat tite numberofj2}-residues
(resp. fi 1-residues) in (Es, Yc) is s (resp. g), tite equality x (K~) = 2s (resp.
x (A?) = 2g) proves titat tite disjoined link of eacit 2-labelled (resp. 1-labelled)
vertex in K(Ec) is a 2-sphere. Hence alí 1-labelled and 2-labelled vertices of
K(E~) are regular. Moreover, tite disjoined link K~ of tite unique 0-labelled
vertex of K(Fc) is a2-spitere if and onlyifx(K6)= ¡AC¡ +2g—X=2,titatis
if and only if ¡A(9 =X—2g+2. Titis result, togetiter witit Proposition 1,
proves (b).
Tite Euler citaracteristie computation of A?(Ec) gives:

x (A?(F~) ) = (g~i~gt¡
+ Card (F(Fc) )

—

+g±g’j)

—

(g’10 u ±g’1021 -vg’10>1 -vg’1 1.21 -hg’1

>~

g’12, >í) +

Card (V(Ec) ) =

=(l-t-g-i-s+h)—(2s+A+A+ ¡AC¡ -sX±2g)-v8X—4A=A±it-i1—s—g----¡AC¡.
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Finally, if g=s (resp. g=s-i-l) and (b) itolds, x(K(Ec))=it—l (resp.
x(K(17J=h) and itence ¡A?(17j¡ isa closed 3-manifold (resp. M(K(E~), ff3
is tite exterior of a knot) if and only if h= 1; proposition 1, corollary 2 and
equality [4] complete tite proof of (d).
E

Proposition 5.

Leí Al be a 3-man<[oid itaving A?4, as a standard spine.
Tit ere exIvts a permutation Cefi (4)) sucit thai Al = Nf (K (Ec). W).
Proof. lfcx isa l-simplex of Ñ4>, tite imbedding of its star st(cx, Ñ4>) in tite
(arbitrarily oriented) 3-manifold Al induces a cyclic ordering of tite 2simplexes of K4> containing cx. Titus, a permutation C on V(17) or, equivalently, an oriented structure(Ec, yc) can be associated to tite crystallized
structure (17, y) representing K4>.
1R and itence
Note titat
tite imbedding
of it4, in Al directly
BC= (S
Cefl(4)).
Let(17c,
Yc) betiteh-bijoinover(E~,
Yc)gives
notetitattitecitoiceoftite
opposite orientation in Al gives rise to tite opposite oriented structure but to
tite same grapit (Ecí ‘4), as pointed out in section 3. If Mdenotes tite singular
3-manifold obtained by capping off eacit boundary component of Al by a
cone, titem M ¡K(Ec)¡ and itence M= M(A?(Ec), ¡4’), Wbeing tite set of alí
3-labelled vertices in K(Ec).
o
If fl’(4)) denotes tite subset of 0(4)) consisting of alí Cefl(4)) sucit titat
¡AC¡ =A—2g±2,titen proposition 4 and proposition 5 lead to tite following
resuIt:
Corollary 6.

Tite comp/ex K

4> Iv a standard spine of a 3-man fo/cf Al <1
ano’ oir/y <[itere exIvís apermutation Ce fl’(4)) such thai M M<’A?(Ec), W).
o
Tite aboye result directly produces an effective algorithm for testing tite
geometricity of a group presentation, extending Neuwirtits one to nonbalanced presentations.
3y2>. In titis case, g=2, s=l and, witit tite
Example. Let ‘F=<x,y x
notations of fig. 1, tite permutations A, fican be written in tite following way:
A=(i2) (23) (34) (45) (5 1), fi=(1 1) (22) (33) (44) (55).

Moreover, tite orbits of tite permutation C are [1,2,3],
(4,5].

[1,2,3],

(4,51,
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Tite citoice of C= (1 23) (321) (45) (54) e 11’(4)) produces tite 4-coloured
grapit (Ec, ‘Yc) drawn in fig. 1 and M(A?(17c), 1$’) is tite exterior of tite trefoil
knot.
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MONTESINOS ALGORITHM VIA BIJOINS
We sketcit Montesinos algorititm described in [M].

Witit tite notations of tite previous section, let 4) be a given group
presentation witose associated P-grapit P.1. is connected; make 4) positive and
cali tite new presentation 4’ again.
A(rí)).(X(r~)-i-I
A(r
2
Take tite permutation T=(l,
1)-l-A(rj)d.
A) on IVA and tite set of alí permutations a on N~ witose orbits ~
dgare
defined as follows: tite numberjeN~ belongs to d, if and only if titere isa
relatorr>4 witose (J—A(r~4))---tit letter is x,. Let X(cb) denote tite subset ofalí
such u satisfying ¡a, TUT’¡ = 1 and ¡[a,r]¡ =A—2g~-2.
(...,

,...,

If Z(4))#0, titeh, for eacit ueX(4)), construct tite singular 3-manifold
T) by taking A copies jií
tj of the standard tetraitedron twitose
bidimensional fases are denoted by S, S, T, 7’. Label tite faces S, S, T, T in tite
N(a,

,...,

witit T>,, b~ an orientation-reversing linear itomeomorpitism respecting tite
edges SÑ 5 and Tfl 7’.
lf LEdenotes tite set of alí singular vertices
of N(u, r), atiten
Al (N(a,
O, ff3
3 admitting
Heegaard
diagram
¡ ocX (4))
is tite presentation
set of alí 3-manifolds
Nf is 4’.
witose
associated
for H~ (Al3)
Since 1’, is connected, tite representable 2-pseudocomplex

Ñ

4> triangulates
A?4>; now, it is possible to label tite vertices of tite crystallized structure (E, y)
associated to Ñq. by tite set Ñ~=Il,2 ,...,X, 1,2
>4 so titat:
A =(12) (23)

...

(A (r1)— 1 A(r,) ) .(A(r1) 1) .(A(r1)±1 A (r,)-i-2)
(A(rí)±A(r2)A(r1)±l)’
and

B= U (itit).
ti, A;

Moreover, if C is a permutation on N satisfying tite following properties:
--

j(resp.j) belongs to tite orbit cf, (resp. cl,) of C if and only if titere is a
relator r>4 witose (j— A (r>4 ) ) — tit letter is x1,
tite ordering of tite elements
elements j in cf1,

j in

d1 is opposite to tite ordering of tite

titen Ce 11(4’).
Titus, tite citoice17~
of u induces an associated (7,, (and itence an oriented
structure (E,, y,,) = ( 0. Yc,,)) in a standard way and viceversa.
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Proposition

7.

Tite singu/ar 3-man<fold N<’u,_r) Iv p/-itomeomorpitic

witit ¡A?(FJ¡, (E,,, y,,) heing tite it-bl/oin over (17,,, y,,).

Proof. If íis the standard tetraitedron, subdivide it into four tetraitedra
in tite following way. If V5 (resp. VT) is tite barycenter of SÑ 5 (resp. TO 7’),
join V, with VT by an edge witose interior is contained in tite interior of í and
subdivideS, =(resp.T, T) byjoining l’~5 (resp. VT) witit tite endpoints of Tfl T
(resp. SO 5). Label V5 by 1, V,- by 2 and tite endpoints of SOS (resp. TO 7’)
by O (resp. 3) (fig. 2).
3
1

-9

vi

o

Figure 2

3

In titis way, N(o, ~ is triangulated by a representable 4-pseudocomplex
A?’ in witicit each í~ splits into four tetraitedra.
If(E’, y’) is tite 4-coloured
graph
it is (E,,,
straigittforward
that
3F’, ~?)
is representing
isomorpitic A?’,
witit
Y,,) and itence
the oriented structure (
N(u,r)=¡K(EJ¡.

o
Since

¡[u, rjf¡ =g’
1í 21= ¡AC¡,
a¡ =g,
¡r¡ =5,
¡cx, rar’
¡A. CI = 1, ¡r, urcrl =g’~=it= ¡.4(7, BC¡, alí results in [M] can be restated
in terms of spines or in terms of bijoins and edge-coloured graphs.
It appears as evident that tite graph-titeoretical bijoin construction is tite
idea witicit unifies botit Neuwirtit and Montesinos algorititm.
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